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Let G be a finite group and V(G) the normalized units in the integral group ring 
ZG. That is an element of V(G) is a unit in LG which maps to 1 under the augmenta- 
tion map ZG*Z. The question has been raised by Dennis [4] as to when the natural 
inclusion G- V(G) is split. Perhaps the main interest in this question is that the group 
ring problem is answered very instructively, whenever a splitting exists which can be 
achieved with a map V(G)*G whose kernel is torsion free. 

We give here the first examples which show that the map G- V(G) does not 
always split. 

We note the following ring-theoretic consequence: Since there exists a splitting 
a,: V(G)-+G if and only if there exists a ring ~JI such that G has a normal 
complement in the units in !JI, our examples show that there are groups which can 
not be split subgroups of the unit group in any ring. 

This area of units in group rings has been of considerably activity recently [lo], 
[9], [ 11, [12] and [3]. The most far reaching result is that of Cliff-Sehgal-Weiss: 

Theorem. If G has an abelian normal subgroup H with G/H abelian of odd order, 
then there is a splitting, and it can be achieved by a map V(G)+G whose kernel is 
torsion free. 

So the open metabelian cases are groups G which do not have an abelian normal 
subgroup H with G/H abelian of odd order. Let G be metabelian with an abelian 
normal subgroup H such that G/H is abelian of even order. We then write 
G/H=Ao x,4,, A0 a 2-group and A I of odd order. Since a possible failure of 
splitting seems to come from the 2-part of G/H, we shall consider the following two 
cases. (C, stands for the cyclic group of order n.) 
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Case (i): A, = 1. Then Cs must be a subgroup of &, in order that I+&,) has non- 
trivial units - this is necessary for failure of splitting. We shall show that the 
Frobenius group 

G=C733Cs 

does not allow a splitting of the natural inclusion G -, V(G). 

Case (ii): V(Ao) has only trivial units; i.e. the exponent of Ae is at most 4. In this 
case we consider metacyclic Frobenius groups C, 1 (A0 x A ,), where p is a prime and 
IA,,] 14. Then both V(C,l Aa) and V(C,{ A i) allow a splitting as above. However, 
we shall show that 

G = c241! CIO 

does not allow a splitting of the natural inclusion G -, V(G). 

These examples indicate that the theorem of Cliff-Sehgal-Weiss is - as a general 
statement - best possible. However, we would like to point out a positive result, 
which indicates that a necessary and sufficient condition for a splitting of units of 
metabelian groups is not so easily obtained. 

Proposition 1. Let G = C,{ C,_ , be an affine Frobenius group. Then there exists a 
splitting Q : V(G)-+ G with Ker cp torsion free. 

This was also observed by Sekiguchi [14]. 
The above proposition is part of the following more general phenomenon: Let G 

be metabelian with abelian normal subgroup H and abelian quotient G/H=:B. 
Then the conjugation action of B on H induces a homomorphism 

,D : B+Aut(H). 

Assume that p is surjective, then there is a splitting rp : V(G)+G with Ker a, torsion 
free. 

Let us turn to metacyclic Frobenius groups of the form Go= C, 1 C,,,, p a prime. 
In case m =p- 1, Go obviously satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1. Hence 
there exists a splitting 

rpo: UGoPGo. 

Let now G=&{Cs or G=Cz4t3CIc and Go=C733C72 or GO=C241jC24@ Then 
GzzGoand 

because, if Im cpo lVtG)cG, then cp Iv(o) would be a splitting; but no such splitting 
exists. 
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This note is organized as follows: In Section 1 we prove the proposition and 
consider splittings ‘which come from ideals’, a concept also used in (31. Using this 
we show that for our groups CT3 1 Cs and C14, 3 CiO, a splitting can not come from an 
ideal. In Section 2 we use the congruence subgroup theorem of Bass-Milnor-Serre 
[2] to show that every splitting must essentially come from an ideal. Most of our 
results should hold for metabelian groups in general; however, we did not elaborate 
on this, since we are interested in particular metacyclic groups. 

Erratum: The first author wants to point out a mistake in [l l] where he claimed 
that metacyclic Frobenius groups always allow a splitting. The point is that the 
sequences LIZ, and @z [I 1, p. 2641 are not equivalent. The mistake was also noted by 
SK. Sehgal. 

We remark that in the proof of the theorem of Cliff-Sehgal-Weiss [3] one of the 
main difficulties is to prove that V(G)-G has a torsion-free kernel. This was 
essentially proved in Jackson’s thesis of 1968 [7] and brought up to date in [12]. 
According to a letter of Sekiguchi [14], Miyata has done the same. 

1. Splitting by ideals 

Throughout G = H 1 C is a metacyclic Frobenius group, 

N=(hO: h,$‘= l), ~27, pa prime, 

c=<c:cm= l), m>2, m I(p- 1). 

The split exact sequence 

a: l-+H+G-+C-1 

(1) 

gives rise to the split exact sequence of normalized units 

Qv: l* V,,(G)- V(G)+ J’(C)- 1, 
where 

VH(G)={l+x:x~qfG}~V(G), 

(*) 

and PTG = PZH= q& ZG, I) being the augmentation ideal ZH. 
We first recall some results on the structure of ZG - for the details we refer to [5], 

[6], [13]. (These results can also be proved by computing the index of HG in a 
maximal order, as was done by H. Jacobinski (unpublished).) 

Let eo= 1- IHI-’ ChsH h, then e. is a central primitive idempotent in QG and 

where R = Fixc Z[fi], by viewing C as a subgroup of Gal(Q(fi)/Q), and p is the 
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unique maximal ideal in R above p, with R/p = FP the field with p elements. 

In particular, the natural representation of G in ZGee has the form 

where the elements in * lie in R and those in ** lie in p. 

Moreover, easy computations show 

and so 

Let I be a two-sided ZG-ideal contained in qTG. Then we put 

VI(G)={1 +y:y~Z}r) I’(G), 

so that 

I’,(G) = V&G). 

Claim 1. (i) We have a natural isomorphism 

o: QT~/~~T~= V,(G)/V,ztc(G), 

(2) 

(3) 

(W 

(4b) 

which is equivariant with respect to the conjugation action of V(G). 
(ii) The composition factors of gTf/q2TG under C-conjugation are isomorphic to 

H with C-conjugation. 
c modulo p is the conjugation representation of C on H= FP, 1 I is n, 

Proof. (i) We define 

c-’ : VH(G)/V,2iG(G)-9TG/~2fC 

by 
(1 +x)VD~rc(G)~x+~2fC. 

Then 0-I is well defined by (4), and it is a group homomorphism since 

(1 +x)(1 +y)=(l +x+y)+xy and xy~q~f~. 
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Moreover, it is injective by the construction of V”zrc(G), and 0-t surely is equi- 
variant with respect to conjugation by V(G). 

By [5, 3.51, V~(G)={l+x,x~I,det l+x~R*}, where R*denotes theunits in R. 

Hence 

I VH(GVQG(G)I =pm= InTGh2tGI. 

Thus cr-’ is an isomorphism. 
(ii) As C-module under conjugation we have 

oT~~~~T~= $ {(h - W)M. 

and so all composition factors of t)TG/t)2fc are isomorphic to H as C-modules via 
conjugation. 

(iii) We now compute the action using the representation v. If an element of 

x= I 0, 0 0 * 01 .*. 0 02 0 . . . ... --. ..%-I ‘0 0 i 

then an easy computation shows 

v(c)xv(x-‘) = 

nfG/t)‘TG is represented by 

0 

I : 
v,(c)v2(c-‘)a, 0 ... 0 

0 .*. .*. 
-.. 

6 
-*. 

.-. 0 

vAc)v, Cc-‘)a, 0 . . . 0 i 1. v, - I (c)v,&-’ )a,, - I 

Since v is a representation, we have v;(c-I) = v,(c)-‘, and by (ii) all C-composition 
factors of nTG/t)2TG are isomorphic to Has C-module, so the statement follows. E 

We now turn to splittings which come from ideals. All the previous splittings - 
including [3] - were constructed in the following way: Look at the two-sided ZG- 
ideals I with $TG C IC t)TG and qTC/Z= H as abelian groups. Then by Claim 1, V,(G) 

is a normal subgroup of V(G), and V,(G)/V,(G)=H as abelian groups. The 
sequence QV(*) gives rise to the exact sequence 

Q,: 1 -+ V,(G)/V,(G)- V(G)/V,(G)- V(C)- 1. 

Since VH(G)/V~(G)~~TG/$TG is abelian, V(C) acts on VH(G)/V,(G) by conjuga- 
tion. This conjugation is induced from the conjugation of V(G) on V,(G); hence 
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the canonical map 

v’: VH(G)+ V,(G)/V/(G) 

is V(G)-equivariant. The action of V(C) on V”(G)/V/(G)=H leads to a group 
homomorphism 

fif: V(C)+Aut(H). (5) 

On the other hand, C acts on H by conjugation, and so we have a homomorphism 

iu : C -Aut(H). 

Claim 2. Let I be as above, and assume Im ,u,c Im flu, then there is a splitting for the 
natural injection G -) V(G). 

Proof. By Higman’s theorem [6], 

V(C)=Cx 7-, 

where T is free abelian of finite rank. Since Im ,uIc Im ,u=C we can choose the 
complement T in such a way that 

TC Ker pf. 
Let now 

@ : V(C)-c 

be the projection with Ker @= T. We then form the pullback a!ong @: 

Q: 1 -H-G- C -1 

Q@i: 1 -H-X- V(C) - 1 

Then Qg is split exact, and V(C) acts via conjugation on H in the same way as does 
@(V(C)). On the other hand we have the pushout along cp’: 

Qv: l- V,(G) - v(G) - V(C) - 1 

,&: 1 >H * Y - V(C)-1 

In .,QV the group V(C) acts on H v-ia pI; but since by construction TCKer ,ur, and 
since pul Ic=~, V(C) acts in the same way in both sequences ,,Qv and go. But both 
sequences are split and so they are equivalent; i.e. we get a combined morphism 
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1 

:I ’ Iv- b-’ 

I- V”(G) - V(G) - V(C) - 1 

and hence we have constructed a splitting 9 of the natural injection G -+ V(G). (We 
note that by [7], [12] Ker 9 is torsion free.) 0 

We say that a splitting 9: V(G)-G comes from an ideal I, if 9 renders the 
diagram (D) commutative and 9’ is induced from a ZG-homomorphism nTG/I=H 
as above. In this case one must necessarily have Im pf C Im ~. Hence for a splitting 9 
to come from an ideal I is necessary and sufficient that Im pf C Im p. 

The Proposition 1 follows now immediately from Claim 2. 
In order to get a workable condition, we return to the representation v of (2). 
Because of the isomorphism 

ZGE~/QT~ = tjTG/n2TG = 5&, 

and because of Claim l(iii), vi Ic, 1 ~izzrn, modulo p are the different irreducible 
representations in ffPC. By Claiml(iii), v;(c)/v,~~,(c) modulo p is independent of i, 
say it is multiplication by (r, a primitive m-th root of unity in lFP. Thus, modulo p we 
have 

v;(c) = vi+, (c)a. 

Since Vi module D are the different irreducible representations, there exists an i,, with 

vjO(c) = a modulo p. 

Hence after renumbering by passing to a sublattice of MO = (R, . . . , R)‘, on which G 
acts via ZGe,, we may assume 

vi modulo pis induced from the representation 

c- a’, 
(6) 

1 Siln. 

If we denote by Zi the kernels of the map IIT’--, IF;, 1 TZ i I m, then these are two 
sided ideals, and so we can apply Claim 2. 

Claim 3. There exists a splitting of G -+ V(G) coming from an ideal I if and only if 
there exists an i, 1 pi I m, such that 

v;(W,~~ I (u) 

module p has order dividing m for every u E V(C). 

Proof of Claim 3. Let I be a two-sided ideal in nfG with nTG/I= H, then by Claim 2, 
a splitting comes from an ideal I if and only if Im pf CIm ,UU; i.e. the elements in 
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V(C) have to act on H with order dividing m, where the action is conjugation. Now, 
above we have found a decomposition of nTG/~*TG as a direct sum of modules, on 
which UE V(C) acts as v;(u)v~,!,(u), and hence by the Jordan-Holder theorem, the 
action of u on nTC/I must be the same as the action of v;(~)/v~Qii(u) on FP for some 
1Siirn. q 

As an immediate consequence we obtain 

Lemma 1. If m =p - 1, then each of the ideals Zi, 1 I i 5 p - 1, induces a splitting. 

Lemma 2. 1f m is odd, then Ii, gives a splitting for iO = +(m - 1). 

Proof. We have a decomposition V(C) = T x C, where T consists of real units, m 
being odd [8, Ch. III, $4, 4.11. Hence if *: iZC+EC is the involution induced by 
O-c-‘, then the elements in T are invariant under *. (This is proved in more 
generality in [3].) if now u = 1 Zici E V(C), then by a proper choice of vI, 

V(m _ i)/*(U) = VI ( C ZiC(im- I)‘*) 

and 

i.e. 

V(,-l)/*(~)=V~,~-l)/t+l(~*), 

but for UE Twe have u=u*, and so 

~(,-~)/*~~~~~-l)/*+l~~~= 1, 

i.e. I,,,,_ I),2 gives a splitting by Claim 3. 

Remark. In general this is not the only splitting, as the following example shows: 
Let G = Ci, 1 Cs, then u = c + c-i - 1 is a unit in ZCs which generates a complement 
in V(Cs) to Cs. If we put a=4 in [Fti and vi :c -d’, then we have the following con- 
gruences modulo 11: 

vI (u) = 6, v*(u) = 2, vs(u) = 2, 

v~(u) = 6, Vj(U)” 1. 

Hence for the quotients we have 

v,(u)&‘(u)=3, v*(u)/v;‘(u) = 1, vs(u)/vJ’(u)=4, 

v~(u)/v;‘(u) ~6, vs(u)/v;’ (u) = 2. 

Hence apart from the ideal I1 (Lemma 2), also the ideals I, and Zs yield splittings; but 
I, and 1s can not be used to obtain splittings. 

We now turn to our examples. 
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Example 1. Let G = C73 1 Cs and Cs = (c : ti = I>. 

Claim4. Theelementu=2+c-ti-cc’-6+c7isaunitinZCs. 

We first need: 

Lemma 3. Let R be an integral domain with field of quotients K and A C r R-orders 
in the finite dimensional K-algebra A. If u E A is a unit in I-, then u is a unit in A. 

Proof of Lemma 3. Let I: A-r be the inclusion, and denote by v,, the 

multiplication by u. Then we have the diagram 

0 

A 
“ll 

O-A-A-ii-0 

I I I I 

“u 
o-r-r-o-o 

Since Coker I is artinian, v, induces an automorphism on it and so A =0 by the 

‘snake’ lemma. 0 

Proof of Claim 4. Let 

be the maximal order containing ZCs, where [is a primitive 8-th root of unity. Then 

the generator c of Cs is represented as 

c-(1, -l,i,U, 

and because of the above lemma, it suffices to show that u is a unit in r. We note 

that 1 + [+ c-t is a unit with inverse (-I+ [+ [-I) and 

(1+[+6-‘)*=2+[-[3-p-[5+c’. 

Now since u is represented as 

u-(l,1,1,2+~-[3-[J-[5+[7), 

it is a unit in ZCs. 0 

We now apply the above procedure: Since 10 is a primitive 8-th root of unity on 

ff73r we have 

VI : c-10, 
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for suitable choice of c and so an easy computation shows that 

vI (u) = -6 mod(73). V?(U) = 1 mod(73), 

vs(u) = 12 mod(73). vi(u) = 1 mod(73), 

vs(u)= 12 mod(73), vg(u) = 1 mod(73), 

V,(U) E -6 mod(73), vs(u) = 1 mod(73). 

Hence we obtain for the elements vi(u)vi+ i(u)-’ either 12 or -6~ 12-t modulo 73. 
But both elements have order 36 modulo 73. Hence these calculations show, that for 
the group G = CT3 1 C’s no ideal can yield a splitting. 

Example 2. Let G = Cz4, 3 Cl0 with Cie= (c : c lo= 1). Then by the above remarks, 
G i = Cz4, 1 Cz and G2 = Cz4i 3 Cs allow splittings which come from ideals, Z!Gz has no 
non-trivial units. Hence it is necessary to construct a unit u E V(Clo) which maps to 
the identity under V(C,,)- V(Cs) x V(C,). 

Claim 5. The element 

u= -372099c”+ 114985 cl+301035 ~~-301035 c3- 114985 c4 

+372100c5- 114985 ~~-301035 c’+301035 c8+ 114985 c9 

is a unit in ZClo which maps to the idenrify under V(C,,)+ V(C,) x V(C2). 

Proof. This can be proved by ‘brute force’: however, that does not show how we 
found U. Hence we take some space explaining it. The maximal order f containing 
Xl0 is 

r=iz I-P l-ml rIa% 

where L: is a primitive 5-th root of unity. We choose the following embedding 

ZClO-+h n z l-I aa l-I aI, c-(1, -19% -0. 

If a : ZCIo-+ZC2 and p: HClo+ZCS are the natural projections, then 

KercrflKerp>(O,0,0,2(1 -i)Z[c]), 

and we have 

(c6- l)(c5- I)= 1 +c-cs-c6=(0,0,0,2(1-6)). 

Now uo= (c2 + C3 - 1) is a unit in Z[c] with inverse ~0’ = (c+ c4- 1). We are looking 
for a power u such that U$ - 1 E 2(1- c)Z[c]. n = 15 will do, and 

r&’ & -514229+832040<2+832040~3 

is congruent to 1 modulo 2(1- [)Z[[]. 
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Observing 
5=(1 -Qqs(l -P--P), 

we can write uh5 in the above form as an element in BCte. 0 

In order to apply Claim 3, there is no loss of generality if we assume (cf. (6)) 

vI : c-36 in ffz4,, modulo p. 

We put u = c - c5 + c9, then u E L’(C,e) with inverse c3 - c5 + c’. 
Assume now that for G = Cz4i 1 Cl0 there would exist a splitting induced by an 

ideal. Then according to Claim 3, there exists an i, 1 sis 10, such that modulo p 
both 

v~(u)v,~.~(u> and vi(u)v,~+tl(u) 

must have order in IF,,, dividing 10. We put 

Ki = vi(U)vl’+tt(U) and l;= vi(u)v,‘Yl(~). 

Then by computation we obtain the list shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

(7) 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

K, 233 233 30 I 1 233 30 30 233 30 

-A IS1 -1 a3 191 53 151 -1 83 191 53 

Hence u satisfies (7) only for i = 4,s and u satisfies (7) only for i = 2,7. It should be 
noted that the above elements have the following order in IF14,: 

12331=1301= 8 and 233-i=30, 

11511=1831= 60 and 151-t=83, 

11911=1531=120 and 191-‘=53. 

Hence the table shows that for G = C14, 1 C,,, there can not exist a splitting induced 
by an ideal. 

2. Congruence subgroup results 

Again in this section G = H 3 C is a Frobenius group H= (ho : h[ = l), for a prime 
p r 7 and C= (c,, : c$‘= 1) with 2 < m 1 (p - 1). The aim of this section is to show that 
if 

v : I’(G)+G 

splits the natural inclusion, then it must essentially come from an ideal; i.e. the 
splittings described in the previous section are the only ones possible. 
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Proposition 2. If cp : V(G)-G is a splitting as above, then ~7 renders the following 

diagram commutative: 

1 H-G-C-1 

1 - V&G) - V(G) - V(C) - 1 

where v’= v, 1~~~~) and V&c(G) C Ker q’, 

The main tool in the proof is the use of Bass-Milnor-Serre’s congruence 
subgroup theorem [2], and we are indebted to H. Bass for pointing out that the 
kernel of cp’ must contain a congruence subgroup. 

The proof of the proposition will be done in several steps. 

Proof. By 1121, we can write 

V&G)= r, 3H (8) 

as a semidirect product with T, = Vvg(G) a torsion-free group. We consider 
p’=p IVHccJ. Since V(G)/V,(G) is abelian, Im@>H, and so Im q~‘=H{c for a 
subgroup c of C. Moreover, ~‘(1 + (h - 1)) = h since q~ is a splitting and Hr VH(G). 

Thus (cp’)-l(H) >H and so 

(p’)_‘(H) = TJH. 
But then 

T,/T21H=H{c; 

however, such an isomorphism can only exist if c= 1, since in one group H is a 
complement, in the other group, H is a Frobenius kernel. •i 

We note that by means of Claim 6, the above diagram is commutative, and it 
remains to show V,qc(G) C Ker rp’. 

We now have to introduce some more notations: If a#0 is an ideal in R (cf. (2)), 
we denote by T,,,(a) the congruence subgroup in SL,(R) with respect to a; i.e. the 
kernel of the natural map 

SL,(R)+SL,(R/a). 

We denote by eii the m x m matrix with 1 at the (i, j)-position and 0 elsewhere. E,(a) 
is the normal subgroup of SL,(R) generated by the a-elementary matrices E+ ae,-, 
a E a, if j, where E denotes the m x m identity matrix. 
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For an ideal ICt)T’ we put 

SV,(G) = {u E V,(G): det u = 1) 

= V,(G) f7 SL,(R) (cf. (3)). 

If R;L are the units in R congruent to 1 modulo p. then 

(9) 

is a subgroup of V,(G) (cf. (3)), and 
. 

V,(G) = SVH(G)R:. 

Since m # 1, the only roots of unity in R are 21, and so the elements in H, c V,(G) 

(cf. (8)) lie in SV,(G); i.e. 

rP’ IS"H(G): =‘t/(G)+H 

is surjective. We put 

& = @ /SVH,G)* (11) 

Claim 7. Ker I& contains the congruence subgroup r,,,(p?). 

Proof. Using the relation 

[l+crej,,l+~ek,]=l+o~e;j 

for i, j, k distinct, note m >2, and we obtain - observing that H is abelian - that the 

subgroup 

W of SL,(R) generated by 

{l+re;j:j-ir2,r~R) 

U{l+ae,,,r#.s,-(m-2)ss-rsl,a~p} 

U{~+B~,.I,BEP~I (12) 

lies in the kernel of rp;. 

In particular, E,,,(p’) CKer pi=:N. Now, since the only units of finite order in R 
are ?l, we conclude with [2, 3.61 

Lb*) : I, I 5 2. 

On the other hand, SV,(G) IT,,,(P) and since I%‘,(G) : NI is odd, we have 

r,(P2) CN, 

as claimed. Cl 
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The remaining part of the proof of Proposition 2 concerns only questions about 
some very common finite groups, 

Claim 8. SV,2,a(G)C Ker cp;=: N. 

Proof. By Claim 7 and the fact that SL,(R)+SL,(R/p’) is surjective (both groups 
are generated by elementary matrices) we are reduced to a question about subgroups 
of SL,(R/p$ 

We view the latter as an extension 

O~M-*SL,(R/P2)~SL,(R/P)~ 1, 

where M= sl,JR/p) is the module consisting of m x m matrices of trace zero. The 
corresponding sequence of the image of SV,(G) in SL,,,(k?/p’), denoted by SV,(G), 
is 

O-+M+SV,(G)+CJ-+l, 
where 

1 * 
U= 

( > 0 1 mxn 

is the unipotent radical of the standard Bore1 subgroup of SL,(p). Let kf’ be the 
submodule of M consisting of the matrices with zero in the lower left hand corner 
((m, I)-position), and put M” to be the submodule of M’ consisting of the matrices 
of M’ with zero diagonal entries. Then the subgroup W defined in (12) has image in 
SL,(R/p’) containing M”. Since the conjugate of e,,,. , under 1 + ei+ ,,; is 

ehi+I+e,+l,i+I - e,i- ei+ I,;, 

the W-submodule of M’generated by M” contains the generators ei+ t,i+ 1 -e;i of the 
trace zero matrices, and thus all of M’. Since W contains 1 + Reij for i- iz2 and 
because of the structure of nZTG (cf. (3)), the claim follows easily. 0 

Claim 9. Ker @=Ker p Iv,.,(o) contains V,,zp(G). 

Proof. We note from (3), that V”Z~G(G) contains J?F (cf. (lo)), hence 

V&G) = SV,~~G(G)R:. 

We have the commutative diagram 

D - ’ I?; 

I I 
l-------*Kerrp ‘- VH(G) 

(0’ 
-H-l 

T I ’ II 
1 - Kc; i,ns ’ - SV,(G) ‘ps H- 1 
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Hence D = 8; and Ker cp’= Ker r&D. 
We note that w;‘C Ker cp’ (10). To see this, observe first that 

cp(%) = cp(%%?I(P2)/L(P2)) 

has order 1 or p, in the latter case we have cp(Z?:) = H. However, Z?TI’,(pz)/r,,,(p2) is 
clearly centralized by the group C which is represented diagonally in HGeo/I’,,,(p). 
So we must have that cp(Z?y) commutes with v(C) = C. This gives (p(k;C) = 1. Now it 
follows 

IJ,,~G(G) = SVnqc(G)d;CC Ker cp’ 

by Claim 8. 
This also proves Proposition 2. Cl 

We now are finally in the position to prove that our splitting rp comes ‘essentially’ 
from an ideal. 

From the proposition it follows that we obtain a L’(C)-homomorphism - note 
that I/,(G)/I’+;c(G) is abelian: 

@: V,(G)/V,y(G)-H. 

Combining this with the V(C)-isomorphism from Claim l(i) 

we conclude that the V(C)-action on H induced from cp must be the same as the 
V(C)-action on H induced by one of the ideals J,, 1 ~j~rn (Claim 3), and so there 
must also exist a splitting induced by Ij for some 1 <js m, such that both V(C)- 
actions are the same. Applying this to our examples we conclude: 

Proposition 3. For the Frobenius groups CT3 1 C8 and Cz4, 3 Cl0 there can not exist a 
homomorphism rp : V(G) -+ G splitting the natural injection G -+ V(G). 
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